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 Fundamental Neutron Physics with
Long-Pulsed Spallation Sources

1. What is a long-pulsed spallation source and why do it?
2. Advantages of a LPSS for fundamental neutron physics
3. Examples of slow neutron experiments that can benefit from
LPSS
4. Ultracold neutrons

Thanks for slides from: R. Eichler, F. Mezei, K. Andersen, D.
Dubbers,  T. Yamada, B. Maerkisch, S. Baessler, G. Greene, T.
Jenke,…



Neutron flux is increasing only slowly with time. What is the
best next step to take?
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K. Andersen

Further brightness increases are difficult: the core starts to melt



F. Mezei



Neutron Production in Spallation

Complicated nuclear reaction process involving high energy (~1 GeV)
proton reactions on heavy nuclei.

Highly excited nuclei “evaporate” by emitting neutrons, again with about
~ 2 MeV energies as in fission, but there is also a high energy component

~20 neutrons/ 1 GeV proton

~60% of proton beam energy appears as heat in the target

->spallation dissipates ~30 MeV heat per useful neutron, better than
fission by almost an order of magnitude



Target

Moderators



Energy and Angular Distributions in Spallation



Spallation Target and Neutron Moderator

A spallation neutron source does not possess the requirement to
maintain the nuclear chain reaction -> greater degree of freedom
in design of targets, neutron moderators, and neutron reflectors

Present pulsed spallation sources strive to produce narrow
neutron pulse widths for high energy resolution using neutron
time-of-flight

Serious
Spallation 
target



K. Andersen

Neutron absorbers in the moderator! “killing the neutrons at birth”



Neutron absorption needed to sharpen pulses lowers intensity

K. Andersen
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 ESS Design Parameters (4/18/2011)

F. Mezei



 Long-Pulse Spallation Source: match
proton linac pulse to n moderation time

F. Mezei, NIM
A562, 553 (2006).

Matches the timescale
for slow neutron 
thermalization/emission
from 20K LH2 
(<~1 msec) with the
macropulse from 
the Gev proton linac
(also~1 msec) to
maximize neutron
brightness



 Long-Pulsed Spallation Source:
Increased Brightness for Cold Neutrons

F. Mezei, NIM
A562, 553 (2006).



 ESS Design Parameters (4/18/2011)



 ESS Design Parameters (4/18/2011)



 ESS Cold Neutron Moderators
(4/18/2011 conceptual design report)



 ESS Peak Brilliance (from website)
relative to other sources



HELL YES!
YES! YES!

Is the ESS, crudely speaking a ~16 Hz “pulsed
ILL”, of interest for
nuclear/particle/astrophysics with neutrons?



 Nuclear/Particle/Astrophysics with
Slow Neutrons: What physics can be done?

1. Neutron decay (Big Bang 4He abundance, weak interaction tests, time
reversal violation searches,…)

2. Search for neutron electric dipole moment: time reversal violation
3. Tests of quantum mechanics/entanglement/information
4. Neutrons and gravity (gravitational bound states, transitions, etc. )
5. NN weak interactions
6. Search for weakly coupled new forces with mm-Angstrom ranges
7. Search for neutron-antineutron oscillations: baryon number violation
8. Others…

J. Nico and W. M. Snow, Annual Reviews of Nuclear and Particle Science 55,
27-69 (2005).

H. Abele, Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 60, 1-81 (2008).
D. Dubbers and M. Schmidt, Reviews of Modern Physics (2011).



Why nuclear/particle/astrophysics with neutrons
@ESS?

1. Combination of both time-averaged neutron intensity and
neutron energy information enables high-precision
measurements with control of systematic errors for cold neutron
experiments

Cold neutron experiment examples:

Neutron decay
NN weak interactions
Weak force searches

2. Pulsed nature of the source enables the possibility of
constructing a more intense ultracold neutron source

(see later talks of Mike Pendlebury and Geoff Greene etc.)
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See C. Klauser talk
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Neutron decay: What could be learned/done at ESS?

Huge number of observables in neutron decay of broad importance in
nuclear and particle physics. Many have never been measured.

Present sensitivity to new physics of different types in charged weak
processes is comparable to or better than constraints from LHC

Hard to believe that these measurements will become uninteresting a
decade later

Apparatus are now in preparation for experiments at SNS, JPARC,
FRM,… which will or can make essential use of the pulsed structure
of the neutron beam

Pulsed ESS source helps increase signal/background in neutron decay
experiments and also helps control systematic errors for absolute
neutron polarization measurement



N-N Weak Interaction: Size and Mechanism

Relative strength of weak / strong amplitudes:

NN weak amplitudes first-order sensitive to qq correlations

Weak interaction violates parity. Use parity violation to isolate the weak
contribution to the NN interaction.

NN repulsive core → 1 fm range for NN strong force
~1 fm

      = valence + sea quarks + gluons + …

NN strong force at low energy mediated by mesons

QCD possesses only vector quark-gluon couplings → conserves parity

Both W and Z exchange possess
much smaller range [~1/100 fm]

weak



How can the Weak NN Interaction help us with QCD?

 Physical nature of the ground state of QCD is not fully understood

 Single-particle models (quark model, bag model) are wrong (µp/ µn~-2/3 seems
to be an accident: ~1/3 of proton’s J=1/2 comes from quark spin).

 Chiral symmetry breaking seems to dominate dynamics of light hadrons such as
protons and neutrons

 Strong QCD is “really” many body physics.

 Lesson from condensed matter physics: understand the correlations!

 weak qq interaction range~1/100 size of nucleon-> sensitive to short-range q-q
correlations+vacuum modifications, an “inside-out” probe of QCD

QCD |vacuum>: 2 phenomena:
Chiral symmetry breaking (Λχ~1 GeV)
+quark confinement (ΛQCD~150 MeV)

p
s

p

s
mq~few MeV mqeff~300 MeV

<ΨΨ>=0

<ΨΨ>=0

=helicity-flip process

QCD |vacuum>



Using isospin symmetry applied to NN elastic scattering we get the usual Pauli-
allowed L,S,J combinations:

If we use energies low enough that only S-waves are important for strong
interaction, parity violation is dominated by S- P interference,

Then we have 5 independent NN parity-violating transition amplitudes:

 3S1-> 1P1(ΔI=0, np); 3S1-> 3P1(ΔI=1, np); 1S0-> 3P0(ΔI=0,1,2; nn,pp,np)

Itot = 1 (isospin-S ):

Space-S (even L) ✖ spin-A (Stot = 0) -> 1S0 , 1D2 , 1G4 , …

or Space-A (odd L) ✖ spin-S (Stot = 1) -> 3P0,1,2 , 3F2,3,4 , …
(2S+1)LJ notation,
with L=0,1,2,3,4,…
denoted as S,P,D,
F,G,…

Itot = 0 (isospin-A ):

Space-A (odd L) ✖ spin-A (Stot = 0) -> 1P1 , 1F3 , …

Space-S (even L) ✖ spin-S (Stot = 1) -> 3S1 , 3D1,2,3 , 3G3,4,5 , …

NN Weak Interaction:
5 Independent Elastic Scattering  Amplitudes at Low Energy



 Calculation of NN weak amplitudes is just
now becoming possible using lattice
gauge theory

 On timescale of ESS, we can expect real
predictions for the  5 S→P weak NN
transition amplitudes from the Standard
Model

 New opportunity to get information on
nontrivial QCD ground state dynamics

      Calculations of NN Weak Amplitudes from Standard
Model Now Becoming Possible!

arXiv: 1108.1151, 14 March 2012



PV Gamma Asymmetry in Polarized Neutron Capture

 Pulsed neutron source important for control of systematic errors

 Needs serious liquid parahydrogen target (16 liters)

 Apparatus for a future n+D asymmetry experiment is similar.

 Goal at SNS: 1x10-7 for Aϒ  in n+p->D+ϒ
 STATUS: now taking data at SNS (see S. Wilburn talk)
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18F gamma-ray polarization
Evan et al., Bini et al. (1985)

133Cs anapole moment
Wood et al., Flambaum&Murry (1997)

DDH best value and range

From C.-P. Liu's EFT 

Space holder for error of 
1FP12 measurement

Predicted error in FNPB

n+p->d+gamma
Cavaignac et al. (1977)

Anticipated sensitivity of  n+p→d+ γ at FNPB



Parity Viola+on in Neutron Spin Rota+on

supermirror
polarizer

room‐temperature
magne+c shields

input coil

input guides

mo+on‐control
system

supermirror
polariza+on
analyzer

3He ioniza+on
chamber

output guide

output
coil

cryogenic
magne+c shield

cryostat

pi‐coil

liquid helium targets

+y

+x

+z

Apparatus measures the horizontal component of neutron spin generated in the
liquid target starting from a vertically-polarized beam



Weak NN: What could be learned at ESS?

-> 2 classes of experiments: PV spin rotation [~Re(f)] and reactions
with inelastic channels [gamma capture]

 Possible experiments: PV spin rotation in n-p, n-D, and n-4He, PV
gamma asymmetry in n-p and n-D

Two experiments are in progress now at SNS/NIST, these apparatus
could be taken to ESS and others could be developed

One could imagine measuring weak NN couplings at ESS to ~10-20%
accuracy. This would match expected calculations from the
Standard Model using lattice gauge theory

Neutron energy information from pulsed ESS source essential for
control of systematic errors for measurement of 10-100 ppb
asymmetries to ~10% accuracy



New interactions with ranges from millimeters
to microns… “Who ordered that?”

1. Weakly-coupled, long-range interactions are a generic
consequence of spontaneously broken continuous
symmetries (Goldstone theorem)

2. Specific theoretical ideas (axions, extra dimensions
for gravity) imply new interactions at ~mm-µm scales

3. Dimensional analysis: dark energy->100 microns

Not so many precision experiments have been
conducted to  search for new  interactions over
“mesoscopic” ranges

Comptes Rendus Physique 12, 755‐778 (2011) 
J. Jaeckel and A. Ringwald, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 60, 405 (2010).



Example: Extra Compact Dimensions of Spacetime

Randall/Sundrum

Predicted that extra dimensions could be as
large as ~1mm (now ruled out experimentally)

More ideas have appeared in the mean+me



Spin-dependent macroscopic interactions meditated by
light bosons: general classification

 Assume elas+c fermion‐fermion interac+ons, rota+onal invariance
 Fourier transform to get poten+als
 Assume par+cles are spin‐1/2

B. Dobrescu and I. Mocioiu, J. High Energy Phys. 11,005 (2006)
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Spin-dependent macroscopic interactions meditated by
light bosons: general classification

 16 independent scalars can be formed: 8 P‐even, 8 P‐odd
 15/16 depend on spin
 Tradi+onal “fi_h force” searches constrain O1 

B. Dobrescu and I. Mocioiu, J. High Energy Phys. 11,005 (2006)
 



Why use neutrons?

1. Zero electric charge, small magnetic moment, very
small electric polarizability->low ”background” from
Standard Model interactions

2. Deep penetration distance into macroscopic matter,
so neutrons can interact with a lot of matter

3. Coherent interactions with matter->phase sensitive
measurements possible

4. High neutron polarization (~99%) routine for slow
neutron beams->useful in searching for spin-
dependent interactions



Constraints on Yukawa interactions

Dubbers/Schmidt, Rev. Mod. Phys (2011).

Neutron measurements
give the best constraints
on new Yukawa
interac+ons
over 5 orders of
magnitude
of distance scales





See T. Jencke and P. Brax talks



Example of a nonstandard spin dependent
interac+on from spin 1 boson exchange:
[[Dobrescu/Mocioiu Dobrescu/Mocioiu 06, general construcCon of interacCon06, general construcCon of interacCon
between between nonrelaCvisCc nonrelaCvisCc fermions ]fermions ]
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 Induces an interac+on between polarized and unpolarized macer
 Violates P symmetry
 Not very well constrained over “mesoscopic” 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polarized 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Transversely polarized neutrons corkscrew due
to parity viola+on

ϕPNC= [+1.7 ± 9.1 (stat) ±1.4 (sys)] x 10‐7 rad/m

W. M. Snow et al., Phys. Rev. C83, 022501(R) (2011).

Sets upper bound on any P‐odd neutron coupling
to protons, neutrons, electrons in 4He

  Neutron Spin Rota+on in n+4He



Constraints on V-A interactions

H. Yan, and W. M. Snow, arXiv:1211.6523 (2012), PRL 110, 082003 (2013)

From neutron spin rota+on
In 4He



Also Constraints on A-A interactions using Polarized
Neutrons

Neutrons polarized along +z and –z feel different poten+als from the
mass. Put the spin state of the neutrons in a coherent superposi+on of
+z and –z and look for a rela+ve phase shi_ using the Ramsey technique
(see Piegsa talk). Rela+on between the phase shi_ and the parameters
of the poten+al is:
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Constraints on A-A
interactions

F. Piegsa and G. Pignol,
PRL 108, 181801 (2012).

There is much room for
further improvement in
sensi+vity

See F. Piegsa, A. Frank, and
K. Taketani talks



New forces: What could be learned at ESS?

a model-independent analysis shows that there are several different
types of exotic interaction which can be sought, and general
arguments show that weakly-coupled interactions with ranges
accessible to slow neutron measurement can always be just around
the corner

Not easy to predict ahead of time what specific ideas will appear, but it
is hard to believe that theorists will be uncreative in attempting to
understand dark matter and dark energy

Neutron energy/momentum transfer information from measurements
with a cold beam  at a pulsed ESS source can be used to scan a
wide dynamic range of interaction ranges and seek for the predicted
momentum transfer dependence for an interaction of known form



The Spallation Neutron Source at ORNL
www.sns.gov



Flight Path 13 (Cold Moderator) is Allocated for
Nuclear Physics



Why the SNS for fundamental neutron
physics? (our list at the time)

1. Accurate TOF and the use of spin polarized 3He as a
neutron spin filter allows very accurate measurement of
neutron polarization.

2. TOF will allow substantial reduction in systematic
effects in very sensitive experiments (For example the
effects of stray magnetic fields in “spin rotation”
experiments).

3. A low-background, low “stray field,” low vibration
external facility will allow sensitive Ultra-Cold Neutron
Experiments (neutron lifetime and neutron edm)

4.The SNS will have a higher time averaged neutron
fluence than any other facility in the US.

5. …



Why ESS for fundamental neutron physics?

Neutron decay: pulsed source can reduce background in
detectors of neutron decay products and provide energy
information useful for absolute neutron polarization systematics

NN weak interactions: neutron energy from time-of flight needed
for control of systematic errors (P-odd asymmetries of ~1E-7
typical for these measurements)

New force searches: neutron energy info needed to identify
range of interaction through momentum dependence

Ultracold neutrons: opportunity to build on experience at many
facilities and use pulsed nature of source to construct very
intense source

AND all of the other opportunities we will discuss at this meeting!



Constraints on Yukawa interactions
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Dubbers/Schmidt, Rev. Mod. Phys (2011).

Neutron measurements
give the best constraints
on new Yukawa interac+ons
over 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orders of magnitude
of 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Example of a nonstandard spin dependent
interac+on from spin 1 boson exchange:
[[Dobrescu/Mocioiu Dobrescu/Mocioiu 06, general construcCon of interacCon06, general construcCon of interacCon
between between nonrelaCvisCc nonrelaCvisCc fermions ]fermions ]
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 Induces an interac+on between polarized and unpolarized macer
 Violates P symmetry
 Not very well constrained over “mesoscopic” ranges(millimeters to microns)
 Best inves+gated using a beam of polarized par+cles
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Present/Proposed Constraints on Possible V-V and V-A interactions

Image/Proposed Future Constraints  from F. M. Piegsa, G. Pignol, arXiv:1111.1944 [nucl‐ex] (2011)

Constraint from n‐4He spin rota+on



NPDGamma Apparatus at SNS



Hydrogen Safety: Nontrivial Requirement!



q-q Weak Interaction:  Isospin Dependence

At energies below the W± and Zo mass, the q-q weak interaction can be written
in a current-current form, with contributions from charged currents and neutral
currents.

Charged currents in ΔI=1 NN weak processes are Cabbibo-suppressed at tree level

possible isospin changes from
q-q weak interactions

Δ I

charged current 0, 2 : (~V2
ud)

1 : (~V2
us)

neutral current 0, 1, 2
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Transversely polarized neutrons corkscrew due
to weak interac+on

ϕPNC= [+1.7 ± 9.1 (stat) ±1.4 (sys)] x 10‐7 rad/m

W. M. Snow et al., Phys. Rev. C83, 022501(R) (2011).

PLAN: experiment to be repeated at NIST,
~1 x 10‐7 rad/m goal

  Neutron Spin Rota+on in n+4He



• Nonmagne+c movement of liquid helium.

•Cryogenic target of 4K helium, volume~10 liters

C. D. Bass et al, Nucl. Inst. Meth. A612, 69‐82 (2009).

Liquid Helium Cryostat and Mo+on Control

Stepper motor
turns centrifugal

pump

Pneuma+c
actuators (x4)
raise/lower
drainpipes

LHe port for filling
target helium bath



Why is liquid parahydrogen a good
choice?

ortho

para

capture

Parahydrogen becomes
transparent to cold neutrons
-> can extract more
neutrons from deeper \
in the moderator 

For similar reason can place Be reflector in FRONT of exit of cold 
source to increase brightness, it is transparent below Bragg cutoff but
reflects higher E neutrons back inside for more moderation




